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KHUMS IN IMAMI SHI'I JURISPRUDENCE, FROM THE 
TENTH TO THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY A.D. 

By NORMAN CALDER 

Khums was, like zakt, a ritual duty incumbent on individuals, a farida 
'ald l-'ayn. Distinguished from the other 'ibdddt by being as to immediate 
aim human rights and not divine ones (haqq li'l-ddamiyyin not haqq li'lldh) the 
final aim of both khums and zakat was none the less divine reward and more 
certain salvation. The qur'anic basis for khums was found in the verse (8: 41): 

Know that whatever you acquire as material gain a fifth belongs to 
God and to the Prophet and to those related and the orphans and the 
poor and the wayfarers. 

The Imami fuqahd', notwithstanding an early- or pre-Biuyid assertion of a 
five-part division, generally inferred from this a six-part division of khums. 
After the death of the Prophet three parts belonged to the imam and the other 
three parts to the poor, orphans and abnd' al-sabil of the Bani Hashim. With 
respect to the last three categories, except for an isolated taraddud expressed 
by Muhaqqiq,1 iman (Imami faith) was a condition required in the recipients. 
'Adala was not generally required. Need (fuqr) was specified in all three 
categories. Tfsi alone was doubtful iffuqr was required in orphans; subsequent 
fuqahd' considered that it was. The 'wayfarers' were deserving if they were 
in need during their journey even if they had a sufficiency in their homeland. 

Whereas for Sunnis khums was a concept applicable only to booty gained 
in war, the qur'anic phrase md ghanimtum min shay' was taken by the Imamis 
to refer to seven categories of goods. These categories did not change through 
the centuries. Those cited by Shaykh-i Baha'i (d. 1013/1604-5) are exactly 
the same as those provided by Muhaqqiq and were all available in a slightly 
less systematic form in Tusi's Nihdya. They are, from 'Allama's Qawd'id: 
(1) booty taken in war; (2) minerals; (3) treasure-trove; (4) what is taken 
from the sea (pearls or treasure); (5) the profits of trade, agriculture and craft 
(tijarat, sinda't, zira'dt); (6) Dhimmi land if bought from a Muslim; (7) halal 
goods mixed with hardm. Category 5 was subject to al-hawl, i.e. it was an 
annual tax. There was considerable ikhtildf on the question of nasdb as 
applicable to categories 2, 3, or 4. Khums was due on booty taken in war only 
when the war was legitimate and that, according to Tufsi, had not occurred 
since the time of 'Al.2 With the gradual reassessment of jihad as legally viable 
during the Ghayba 3 it is possible that khums on booty became also potentially 
not actually viable. 

As long as the imrm was present he was personally responsible for dis- 
tributing khums. There were no restrictions on what he might do with his own 
shares; he might spend them on whatever he wished, family expenses, whatever 
burdens he had to bear (md yalzimuhu min tahammul al-athqdl), or providing 
for others (ma'iinat ghayrihi), etc. The remaining three shares he should 
distribute to the appropriate Bani Hashim recipient categories according to 

1 For the Imami jurists mentioned in this study see N. Calder, 'Zakdt in Imimi Shi'i 
jurisprudence ', BSOAS, XLIV, 3, 1981, 468-80, ad n. 8. 

2 Tisi, Mabsuit, jihad, 9; all works of Imimi fiqh mentioned in this study are cited with 
details in Calder, op. cit., loc. cit. 

3 cf. A. K. S. Lambton, 'A nineteenth century view of jihd ', SI, xxxII, 1970; and 
E. Kohlberg, ' The development of the Imami Shi'i doctrine of Jihad ', ZDMG, 1976. 
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their needs and annual expenses calculated on a basis of moderation (iqtisdd). 
It was thought that if there was a surplus after disbursement to the recipients 
then it belonged exclusively to the imam: kdna lahu khdssatan. Conversely 
if there was a deficiency he must make it up from his own wealth (? share of 
khums): JI- 1 . e l Ap1 jO -iA o\j1. If that meant that he was bound 
to use his share of the khums to provide for deficiencies in the recipients' shares 
there was some logical inconsistency in Tusi's statements, since he had also 
stated that the imam might do with his share whatever he wished. The question 
was to become controversial.4 

Anfdl was a term used by Imami fuqaha' to indicate goods which belonged 
exclusively to the imiam. Amongst those were various types of land and material 
wealth as well as the imdm's share of khums. Usufruct of the imdm's property 
without his permission was thought rebellious. The imims, however, had 
provided their followers during the Ghayba with a dispensation (tarkhis) as to 
mandkih, masdkin and matdjir. There was considerable speculation as to the 
meaning of that dispensation. The idea emerged that Imamis alone were 
permitted to trade in certain goods which ideally belonged exclusively to the 
imtnm.5 The dispensation did not include Sunnis; so their trading in such 
goods confirmed them in rebellion. Both Ibn Idris and 'Allama added to their 
assessment of that dispensation: ' let none imagine that if he make a profit 
in such trade he should not extract the khums'. The dispensation in other 
words did not effect the operation of khums. It provided a legitimate basis 
for the daily life of the Shi'a, while emphasizing the essential rebelliousness of 
Sunni activities. Khums as a tax remained valid even in the absence of t1he 
imam. 

Tusi was uncertain about what should be done with khums during the 
Ghayba and pointed to the absence of a specific revealed text on this matter. 
He suggested four possibilities. 

1. All goods are to be considered in the same way as masdkin, matajir, etc. 
That is, a waiving of khums completely in view of the recorded dispensation. 
This view was dismissed as being opposed to ihtiyat (' caution') and con- 
stituting the usufruct of property without the owner's specific permission. 

2. Khums is to be preserved as long as the donor is alive; when death 
approaches he should appoint as wasi over the goods a reliable member of the 
Imami fraternity ... and so on until the goods may be delivered to the imam. 

3. Khums should be buried because the earth will disgorge what is in it on 
the advent of the imdm. 

4. Khums should be divided into six parts; the three parts belonging to 
the imam should be buried (= option 3) or consigned as wadi'a to someone 
trustworthy (= option 2). The other three parts should be distributed to the 
appropriate recipients.6 

Tuisi then indicated very firmly his preference for option 4. He did not 
indicate who should undertake the distribution of the Bani Hashim's share.7 
It is none the less highly probable that by virtue of their influence and their 
knowledge the fuqahd' were able for khums as for zakdt to exert considerable 
control over the matter of distribution. No role, however, at this stage was 
specifically asserted for the fuqahd' as such. Trustworthy Imamis (who might 

4 Tusi, Mabs.ut, zakdt, 20-1. 
5 Ibn Idris, Sard'ir, 114-15; 'Allama, Qawd'id, 24; Tahrlr, 75. 
6 For wasiyya and wadi'a, see Schacht, Introduction to Islamic law, Oxford, 1964, 119-20, 157. 
7 Tusi, Nihdya, 200-1. 
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frequently be members of the clerical class) were under certain circumstances 
to look after but not to use the imam's goods. 

Ibn Idris is renowned in Imami biographical literature for his unmitigated 
attacks on Tufsi'sfuri'. Indeed scarcely a page of his Sara'ir al-Isldm does not 
contain some carping comment about Tfisi's inconsistency, his reliance on 
akhbdr ahdd, his going beyond .zhir al-tanzzl or 'umuim al-dya, his deviation 
from bara'at al-dhimma. In spite of this, large sections of TusI's Nihdya or 
Mabsut were quoted verbatim by Ibn Idris. It is clear that Tisi whether 
attacked or followed was the dominating influence. The discussion of khums 
in Sard'ir al-Isldm displays a polemic intensity rare in any Muslim juristic 
work and manifestly reflects a real contemporary concern for an issue not 
unapt to rouse controversy, namely, control of an extensive body of wealth. 
The centre of the controversy for Ibn Idris lay in the rule summed up by 
Tfisi as that, while the imam is present, if there is a surplus of the Bani Hashim's 
share of khums it belongs exclusively to the imam and if there is a deficiency 
he must provide for it. According to Ibn Idris: 

If there is a surplus he [the imam) becomes the hafiz and mutawallT for 
the preservation of that on their [the Bani Hashim's] behalf. He may not 
appropriate any of it for himself for the right is theirs and he may not take 
any of their property. 

Ibn Idris here was actually contradicting Tusi and other earlier writers. This 
he acknowledged: 

[As for] that which is found in the writings of some of our companions 
to the effect that: the surplus belongs to the imam exclusively (kdna lahu 
khdssatan) [- a quote from Tfsi]; the meaning of that is that the imam 
may look after it, protect it and manage it but he may not own it. 

Ibn Idris defended his interpretation of his predecessors by adding a 
grammatical argument which suggested that it was or might be permissible to 
use terms indicating ownership to denote a relationship which was less than 
ownership. Having thus reinterpreted his predecessors he was enabled to state: 

There is no khildf amongst Muslims in general nor among the Shi'a in 
particular that with regard to the shares of [the Bani Hashim]... the imam 
has no right to any part of them, rather he has his shares and they have 
theirs. 

That flagrant disregard of the 'plain' meaning of his predecessors' words 
Ibn Idris further defended by careful exegesis of the qur'anic nass (Q 8: 41), 
which enabled him to claim the Qur'an together with ijmdn' as dalils supporting 
his view. He acknowledged then that there were two Traditions in Tuisi's 
Tahdhib which might support the opposite view but they were according to 
him akhbdr dhdd, mursal not musnad and in the isndd of at least one of them 
there was a cursed kafir. Since the generality of Traditions may be said to be 
in favour of separate ownership by the imam on the one hand and the Bani 
Hashim on the other, Ibn Idrls claimed in support of his view sunna as well 
as Qur'an and ijmd'. To this he added adillat al-'uqal in so far as it is not 
permissible to utilize without permission the property of another. That was 
a purely rational perception of right action. 

To that four-part proof supporting his view Ibn Idris added ihtiyat, caution, 
with respect to bard'at al-dhimma. Bard'at al-dhimma refers to the most 
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economic fulfilment of religious duty, without the addition of extra details 
which might be irrelevant or inimical to God's command. Caution, ihtiydt, 
requires the fulfilment of the command and the eschewing of extras. 

If there were in this matter only the way of ihtiydt with respect to 
bard'at al-dhimma it would suffice. For, the dhimma is dependent on the 
wealth [the khums] and its reaching its rightful owner; if the donor ensures 
that, then the fulfilment of his duty [bard'at al-dhimma] is certain but if he 
gives it to other than the owner then it is a matter of dispute and the 
fulfilment of his duty is not certain. 

There, in fact, Ibn Idris betrayed his real concern: the problem was not 
whether the surplus from the Bani Hashim's share belonged exclusively to the 
imam but what the donor was to do with his khums during the Ghayba. Ibn 
Idris wanted a strict separation of the imam's share from the Bani Hashim's 
share. 

We have not found any work by our companions in which after 
mentioning this problem he does not say ... that half the khums should be 
bequeathed (yusa) to its owner [the imam] or preserved for its owner 
(yuhfaz) or stored as wadV'a for its owner, with a variety of expressions. 
If these writers had desired that someone other than the imam should 
have a right to it during the Ghayba, or that it should be consigned to 
someone other than he, they would be contradicting themselves. 

Ibn Idris desired that the imam's share should not during the Ghayba be 
distributed to someone else, above all not to the Bani Hashim; it was precisely 
the confusion of their share with the imam's that he most inveighed against.8 
Presumably the opponents who called forth this extensive piece of polemic fiqh 
had advocated the distribution of all the khums to the Bani Hashim, a view 
which in fact became explicit in the works of Muhaqqiq. 

When he came to discuss what precisely to do with the khums during the 
Ghayba, Ibn Idris followed, indeed paraphrased, Tufsi, indicating four possible 
options and his very decided preference for the fourth. Three parts should be 
distributed, the other three parts preserved, passed on, etc. Before leaving 
the subject Ibn Idrls produced a flurry of lengthy quotations from Mufid, 
Murtada and Tiusi designed to illustrate that none of them suggested that the 
imam's share during the Ghayba should be distributed to the Bani Hashim.9 

The evidence would seem to suggest that Ibn Idris was right: the earlier 

fuqahd' had suggested that the imam's share of khums should be preserved as 

wasiyya or wadi'a until the advent of the imam. Ibn Idris's polemic indicates 
the emergence of a novel contrary view that the imam's share should also be 
distributed to the Bani Hashim. That view was justified by exploitation of 
the unresolved ambiguity of expression of earlier fuqaha': did the imam 

possess his share of the khums exclusively or was he required to provide from 
it for the deficiencies of the BanI Hashim ? The polemic suggests a struggle 
but the nature of the struggle remains unknown. It is probable that a certain 
income accrued to the clerical classes from both zakdt and khums throughout 
the Saljfq period. Part of that income was no doubt distributed in accord 
with the shari'a, part of it certainly went into the upkeep of mosques and 
madrasas and personnel.10 The technically unusable part of that income, the 

8 Ibn Idris, Sard'ir, 114-15. 
9 ibid., 116-18. 

10 cf. e.g. 'Abd al-Jalil Qazwini, Kitab al-Naqd, ed. Muhaddith, Tehran, 1331/1952, 164. 
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imam's share of the khums, may have been stored as treasure in a mosque or 
shrine. That part, Ibn Idris suggested, should continue to be stored in 
perpetuity. The opposing group suggested it should be distributed to the Bani 
Hashim recipients. That would be beneficial to the fuqahd' in general (if they 
were the distributors) as increasing their practical control of a usable body of 
wealth. It might have been particularly useful to those of the clerical class 
who were also Sayyids (Bani Hashim).1 Ideologically, any claim by the 
fuqahd' to control the imam's share of khums differed from their control of 
zakdt in that khums, unlike zakdt, was legally the property of the imam. By 
claiming the right to distribute khums thefuqahd' asserted a certain relationship 
between themselves and the imam. 

Muhaqqiq followed Tfisi, and disregarded Ibn Idris, in acknowledging that 
while the imam was present any surplus in the Bani Hashim's share became his, 
and any deficiency had to be supplied from his share.12 This, not unnaturally, 
in view of Ibn Idris's polemic, was a preliminary to the production of a new 
option regarding what was to be done with the khums during the Ghayba. 
Muhaqqiq cited the four options presented by Tuisi and Ibn Idris and added 
that the imiam's share too might be distributed to the Bani Hashim. Justifica- 
tion for that view was of course that it was incumbent on the imam to supply 
any deficiency.13 Both the premise and the conclusion had been denied by 
Ibn Idris. Muhaqqiq confirmed his preference for the distribution of the 
imam's share in the Mukhtasar.14 He, like Tufsi and Ibn Idris before him, failed 
to specify who was to distribute the Bani Hashim's share, but of the imnm's 
share he had this to say: . 4, 1 J . 4 ;J.1 Sl- I j LYI ?1 J1 4 jl 

WJ1 I j . , ^ IU JL t :L-JI. That passage is hardly perspicuous but the follow- 
ing translation is proposed: 

He must distribute the imnam's share ... who possesses [judicial?] 
authority by right of niyaba just as he undertakes fulfilment of what is 
incumbent on the absent [imnam]; [or: just as someone undertakes the 
duties incumbent on one who is absent (- a reference to wakala ?)].15 

That is admittedly tendentious but the ambiguity is Muhaqqiq's. There is 
little doubt that the person in question was thefaqth but the tortuous reference 
to him reflects perhaps a real problem, namely, how to justify the clerical class's 
claim to administer wealth which unambiguously belonged to the irzam. The 
implications of Muhaqqiq's locution are that the acknowledged judicial niyaba 
had a general not a specific import. The irmams had delegated also to the 
fuqahd' control of their property or at least of the distribution of khums. 
A specific text (khdss) was perceived to have a more general ('amm) denotation. 

'Allama in his Tahrir repeated verbatim regarding the distribution of 
khums Muhaqqiq's man ilayhi al-hukm bi-haqq al-niyaba.16 In the Qawd'id, 
however, he more bluntly asserted: 

rLU r 4.> 4 *J? JjX LI . . . ;J <. 

During the Ghayba ... the only one who may undertake the distribution 
of the imnam's share is the hakim.17 
1 For the relationship between sayyids and 'ulama', admittedly in a later period, see 

A. K. S. Lambton, 'The Persian 'ulama' and constitutional reform', in Le Shi'isme imamite, 
Colloque de Strasbourg, Paris, 1970, 164. 

12 Muhaqqiq, Shara'i', I, 182. 
13 ibid., 184. 
14 idem, Mukhtasar, 64. 
15 idem, Shard'i', I, 184. 
16 'Allama, Tahrir, 74-5. 
17 idem, Qawd'id, 44. 
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It was, in other words, the faqlh who qualified for the ex ante delegation of 
Ja'far al-Sadiq who had also a right to deal with and distribute the imSm's 

khums.l8 It was in his capacity as judge (hakim, nd'ib al-im?mn) that thefaqih 
distributed the khums. The superficial tendency of the jurisprudential argument 
was to assert the right of thefuqahd' because of the acknowledged delegation. 
It is not impossible that a de facto or generally accepted control of khums 

by thefuqahM' made this ritual a suitable context for asserting that the niyaba 
of thefuqahd' was a general one. 'Allama did not specify for his view ijmS', it 
was rather the strongest available option (aqwd).19 

It may here be noted that the accepted mode of passing on intact the imnm's 
share of the khums had been wasiyya and wadi'a. Juridically the ultimate 
residual authority over both of these was a legitimate judge. In the various 
events of a wasi or muda' dying, disappearing or proving incompetent or 

corrupt, the relevant goods fell under the control of the judge. In the course 
of generations it would inevitably happen that acknowledged judicial authorities 
would find themselves in control of a body of wealth derived from khums 

payments: as such they would seem to be acting as na'ib to the owner of that 
wealth: not the donor, but the absent irnam. It was perhaps thus in response 
to a de facto situation that the law developed in the way that it did. The 
assertion that the fuqaha' could actually distribute the wealth they controlled 
was a legal innovation, perhaps again justificatory of what actually happened, 
but certainly a distinct increase in the discretionary authority of the clerical 
class. 

Shahid I stated about khums: 

It is divided into six parts, three of which are for the imnam to be paid 
direct to him, or to his nuwwdb as long as he is absent, or to be preserved 
(yuhfa.z) . . .20 

That illustrates the general tendency to recognize in the 'ulamd' deputies 
(nuwwdb) to the imam. The terminological distinction between nd'ib khdss and 
nd'ib dmm does not, however, appear to have been available to Shahid I. He 
did not specify in the Lum'a how the nuwwdb were to use the imnm's share. 

Shahid II in the Masdlik al-Ifhdm took up the problem of the distribution 
of the khums. That problem was related to the question whether, if there was 
a surplus in the share of the Bani Hashim, it belonged to the imnm. If it did, 
then it became permissible to argue that, likewise, the share of the imnam 
during the Ghayba belonged to the Bani Hashim and so could be distributed. 

Shahid II introduced a complex and subtle argument to demonstrate that 
it was incumbent on the imJm to make up any deficiency in the share of the 
Bani Hashim.2' That, for him as for earlier fuqah', constituted the essential 

premise which justified the distribution of the imam's share during the Ghayba 
by appropriately qualified clerics. His later analysis in al-Raw.dat al-Bahiyya 
of the rules relevant to distribution of khums sufficiently indicate his assessment 
of the scope of the fuqahd"s authority. 

[The imam's share] is to be conveyed to him if he is present or to his 
nuwwdb; they are al-fuqahd' al-'udul al-imamiyy1n, those who possess the 
shard'it al-fatwd, because they are his wakIs. Thereupon, it is incumbent 

18 For the ex ante delegation see N. Calder, ' Judicial authority in Imami Shi'i jurisprudence 
' 

BRISMES Bulletin, vi, 1979. 
19 'Allama, Tahrir, 74-5. 
20 Shahid I, in Rawda, 53. 
21 Shahid II, Mlasfilik, II, 68, lines 20 ff. 
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on them to act in accord with their madhhab: those who consider it 
permissible to distribute it to the recipients by way of fulfilling [deficiencies], 
which is the prevalent view amongst the muta'akhkhirtn, may distribute it 
as they see fit, generously or otherwise; those who do not accept that view 
should store it for the imam as wadi'a until his appearance ... Thus, as 
long as the imnm is absent; or it should be preserved (yu.faz) by the donor 
of khums as wadi'a just as we have described for the na'ib [=faqih]. The 
donor may not distribute the imam's share of the khums to the recipient 
categories under any circumstances, may not in fact give it to anyone 
other than the hdkim shar'i. If someone does undertake that he is held 
accountable (.dmin). 

It is apparent from the absolute nature of Shahid I's statement that it 
should be handed to the nuwwdb that no aspect of that share during the 
Ghayba is haldl to anyone other than its group [far7qihi = ? the group in 
charge of khums, the fuqah'].22 
That passage as usual in Shahid II clarifies the unresolved ambiguities of 

earlier writers by stressing the authority of the clerical group and minimizing 
if not in effect denying the rights of the individual donor. It may be noted 
that even if the latter stored his goods as wad;'a for the imam they would in 
the long run fall into the hands of a judge. The terminology here applied to 
the fuqahd' is clear and reflects, on the one hand, the absence of any limitation 
to their deputed authority and, on the other, the judicial origins of that 
authority. They are nd'ib and wakil to the imam, must possess the shard'it 
al-fatwd (i.e. those specified in the delegation traditions) and are the hakim 
shar';. A hakim shar'i is a real judge whose authority derives from Ja'far 
al-Sadiq's delegation and is to be distinguished from the appointee of a de facto 
power, who might or might not be a hakim shar'l.23 The use of this term in 
this context confirms that the ultimate source of the faqzh's authority is 
judicial. The development discussed in this study is one whereby a shar'i 
function, which had in Buyid times floated as it were free from any firm structure 
of authority, was brought into the sphere of qa.da' and so subject to the authority 
of the fuqaha'. A precisely similar development was demonstrated for zakdt 24 

and might be demonstrated for most of the shar'i functions which were con- 
sidered sdqit in Bayid times.25 In the works of Shahid II, the rightful (legitimate) 
executive of the shari'a in all relevant fields (jihad, kharaj, Friday prayer et al.) 
was the faq-h, whose function was both explained and justified by the 
terminology which he exploited': hakim shar'i and nd'ib 'dmm. 

The details presented in this study and in the earlier study of zakdt illustrate 
both the fact and the manner of juridical development. As to the former, even 
if change was from generation to generation subtle and gradual, the difference 
between Tuisi and Shahid II is sharp and clear enough. The manner of develop- 
ment may be summed up as exegetical and terminological innovation. The 
motives of development are not readily extrapolated from jurisprudential texts 
but may to some extent be inferred. The doctrine of isqdt elaborated by 
Murtada and Tfusi suggests a cautious approach to the de facto political power 
and implies the absence of any aspiration to oppose or replace the extant power. 
That caution reflects the extreme degree of tension which subsisted through the 

22 idem, Rawda, 53. 
23 See further. Calder, ' Judicial authority '. 
24 See Calder, ' Zakat '. 
25 See further, Calder, ' Zakat ', ad note 9. 
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Buyid and early Saljuq periods between the Sunni majority and the minority 
Shi'i community. By late Saljuq times that tension had to some extent been 
dissipated. The Kitab al-Naqd (c. 560/1165) presents a picture of the Shi'i 
community as on the whole flourishing, rich and prosperous, with a considerable 
number of mosques and madrasas, abundant wealth to be distributed in the 
form of zakdt and khums and increasing influence in court circles.26 Subsequently 
under, for example, the caliph al-Nasir and then under the Ilkhanids, tolerance 
and patronage from the de facto governments provided the Shi'i community 
with opportunities to consolidate its internal social structure and to establish 
its control of material wealth. Throughout this period friction between Sunnis 
and Shi'is though endemic does not appear to have been so violent or so intense 
as during the Buyid period. That may partly be related to the fact that the 
Shi'is had established themselves in certain areas as the dominant community, 
notably in South Iraq, Bahrayn and the East coast of the Arabian peninsula, 
parts of central and northern Syria (Aleppo, Ba'albek, Tripolis) and some 
scattered areas of Iran. The Syrian community was already well established in 

Buyid times27 and might be related to the pro-Shi'i tendencies of the Hamdanid 
princes. By the early sixteenth century the Bahrayni community and the 
Syrian provided the intellectual leadership of the Shi'i community, and by 
attraction and emigration they became the chief clerical dignitaries in the new 
Safavid state. 

It is probable that the internal affairs of the Shi'i communities were 
managed by legitimate magistrates who emerged locally in close association 
with noble families (Sayyids), themselves constituting minor and local 
dynasties.28 The relationship subsisting between the Shi'i community and the 
de facto power might be compared to that described by Goitein as subsisting 
between the Jewish community of Egypt and their government.29 Both the 
Jews and the Shi'is constituted a community within a community, variously 
linked to the political structure but preserving a great degree of independence 
from it. The Shi'is had their own law and their own magistrates whose authority 
was no doubt rendered more effective by careful cultivation of good relations 
with the actual ruler 30 and acquisition of his practically useful albeit technically 
illegal decrees of appointment. Kulayni's delegation Traditions it may be 
thought reflected already a need for formal judicial sanction for the com- 
munity's daily activities such as marriages, wills, resolution of dispute, etc. 
The real authority of the clerical class, in the course of time, with successive 
tolerant governments and declining friction with Sunnis, became actually 
greater and was bolstered by the acquisition and control of material wealth in 
the form of awqdf as well as zakdt, khums, etc. Legal theory both justified and 
promoted that authority. The reality of power in turn influenced and dictated 
developments in legal theory. The juridical developments described above 
display an increasing trend to express, to defend and to promote the authority 
of thefuqahd'. That was a reflection both of their aspirations and of the reality 
of their achievements. 

It would, however, be invidious to imagine that the only influence on the 
developing structure of ideas was that exerted by historical facts or social 

26 Qazwini, op. cit., 47-8, 164, 5.3-4, 71. 
27 As witness the letters of TUlsi and Murtada to Aleppo, Tripoli, Tyre, Sidon, Damascus, etc.; 

Khwansari, Rawdat al-Janndt, Tehran 1306, 385, 582. 
28 See e.g. Qazwini, op. cit., 229 ff. 
29 S. Goitein, A Mediterranean community, Vol. II, Berkeley, 1971. 
30 cf. Qazwini, op. cit., 53-4, 71. 
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pressures. Cultural artefacts, such as a legal system, once created, take on 
a life of their own, and generate, on a purely intellectual level, problems which 
demand resolution no less insistently than do political or social problems 
related to public events. Shahid II was an academic jurist concerned as much 
with style and elegance as with political events. He is accredited with a 
significant stylistic innovation in so far as in his commentaries he mixed the 
matn and the sharh in such a way as to produce continuous prose: a practice 
adopted from the Sunnl tradition.31 The Masdlik al-Ifhdm, a commentary 
on Muhaqqiq's Shard'i', is an early version of the style, but rough and uncertain. 
al-Rawdat al-Bahiyya, on the other hand, with its fusion of sharh and matn, 
and its combination of usul, furi' and polemic is an impressively written and 
well-ordered work which, while sensitive to the developments of previous 
centuries, transcends a great deal of the muddle and obscurity of earlier 
writers. One of the most significant signs of his concern for juridical economy 
and elegance was the way in which he utilized the concepts of nd'ib 'dmm and 
hikim shar'l to account for all the shar't functions of the faqih. That was a 
major artistic resolution to an essentially intellectual, conceptual problem. It 
may be taken to represent the fact that amongst the various factors affecting 
juridical development was the resolution of logical and systematic problems 
that emerged, unrelated to external events, in the elaboration of the sharl'a. 

31 See Khwansari, op. cit., 288-99, for the biography of Shahid II; Shirbini's Muqhni al 
Muitdj fi sharh al-Minhdj is a Sunni example of a commentary which incorporates and integrates 
the original text. 
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